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Presto 
Usage Limits on Free Connectivity 
 
Usage limits are specified in the Terms of Service, which is the ultimate authority 
and may be updated at any time.  The usage limits for free connectivity are copied 
here for your convenience. 
 
Most products connected to People Power’s Cloud Server communicate with the 
Cloud Server once every 15 minutes, or whenever activity is detected.  The devices 
You develop that are connected to People Power’s Cloud Servers may use up to, 
but not exceed, the following limitations and specifications unless authorized in 
writing by People Power Company:  
 

a. Optional, but highly recommended, 2048-bit SSL for secure communications 
with the Cloud Server; 

b. Optional bi-directional device authentication; 
c. 12 measurements or status updates per device per hour, averaged over the 

course of 24 hours; 
d. HTTP GET long polling persistent connections, for near-instantaneous 

command delivery; 
e. Not more than 10% of the People Power multi-tenant Cloud Server 

resources, including but not limited to CPU, Memory, Available Ports, 
Bandwidth, Disk Space, or Throughput.  If People Power observes any 
issues, People Power will reach out to You, the owner of the Device Type, to 
reach an agreement on how to continue support for Your products, which 
may include payment to expand the capabilities of the Cloud Servers; 

f. The device or proxy shall never perform multiple requests to the Cloud Server 
simultaneously. For example, the device will never perform an HTTP GET to 
receive commands while simultaneously executing an HTTP POST to send 
measurements; 

g. To distribute the connected devices across the Cloud Server instances, Your 
devices or proxies MUST access the “Get Ensemble Server URL” 
(recommended) or “Get Ensemble Connection Settings” API to identify the 
correct device server with which to connect (see http://docs.iotapps.apiary.io). 
The device or proxy must do this each time upon booting up, and once every 
24 hours thereafter, and must connect to the specified Cloud Server address. 

h. A proxy or gateway shall only maintain a single HTTP GET persistent 
connection with the Cloud Server, to be shared across all devices connected 
through the proxy. 

 


